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Motivations 

•  Tsunamis pose one of the  major coastal hazards. Mitigating loss of life and 
destruction caused by tsunami impact requires realtime warning systems. 

•  Current warning systems are based on pre-existing model scenarios and use 
realtime data from seismic and DART network; they, have proved very effective to 
issue accurate forecast in the far-field, for co-seismic tsunamis. 

•  However, for coastlines in the near-field of tsunami sources, there is often little 
time to issue a warning and no or few instruments to measure tsunami occurrence 
and refine the forecast. These also are often destroyed by large tsunamis. 

•  Near-field coseismic tsunamis can be generated in many major subduction zones 
by large earthquake that may impact nearby coasts within 15-25 min.  (e.g., Indian 
Ocean 2004; Tohoku 2011; Cascadia…). 

•  Likewise for submarine landslides, triggered on or near continental slopes by 
moderate earthquakes (or spontaneous !), and meteotsunami generated on shallow 
shelves by Proudman resonance => New means of detection such as HF radars 

 



Motivations 

•  Example: Modeling with FUNWAVE-TVD of Tohoku 2011 co-seismic tsunami 
(earthquake) + SMF source (Grilli et al., 2013 PAGEOH; Tappin et al., 2014 
MG) 

 => Propagation time 25-30’ 
 => Different nature of 
      coseimsic and landslide  
      tsunami waves 
 => Wave refraction effects 
 



Motivation 
•  Example: Modeling with NHWAVE then  
FUNWAVE-TVD  (in nested grids) of a landslide 
 tsunami (Grilli et al., 2015 NH, 2016 PAGEOH)  
Off Hudson River => Propagation to shore 90 min 
 



Earlier Work – proof of concept  

•  HF radars can make spatially and temporally dense measurements of surface 
currents and various ocean parameters (sea states,,…) (Barrick, 1979;…) 

•  The detection of an incoming tsunami in coastal areas by a shore-based HF radar 
was already demonstrated by Lipa et al. (2006) and Gurgel et al. (2011): 
 => the near-surface tsunami current causes a Doppler shift in the Bragg  
 frequency of surface waves associated with the HF radar signal, proportional to 
 the current magnitude (in deep water): 

         LB = LEM /2 = gT2
B/(2π)   ; LEM = cEM / fEM  

     [e.g., for the Tofino WERA HF radar:  fEM = 13.5 MHz, LB = 11.1 m, TB = 2.7 s] 

•  Lipa et al. (2006) showed that a system such as a 30 MHz CODAR for measuring 
coastal currents (Barrick et al., 2012), could have detected the approaching 2004 
Indian Ocean tsunami, if it had been installed in Indonesia. 

•  The Tohoku 2011 tsunami was a posteriori detected by analyzing existing 
measurements made by coastal HF radars, in Japan (Hinata et al., 2011; Lipa et 
al., 2011, 2012], and in Chili (Dzvonkovskaya et al., 2011, 2012): 
 => detection and warning algorithms were proposed based on detecting currents 

 

 



Earlier Work – proof of concept  

•  A direct detection of an incoming tsunami through its current U, in general 
requires |Ut | > 0.10-0.15 m/s, to raise over background current/environmental 
noise, and overcome limitations in resolution. Linear long wave theory yields: 
    Ut ≈ ηt (g/h)1/2  ≈  (ηt0  h0

1/4 g1/2)/h3/4

 => for  ηt0 = 0.5 m, h0 = 3,000 m: |Ut | =0.03 m/s and 0.25 m/s for h =167 m 

 => Direct detection algorithms work best in shallower water and hence warning  
       times may be short or at least depend on shelf width. 

 
•  Ex: Mw 8.7 in 
    north Algier => 
    - |Ut |(t) (m/s) 
    is low in DW 
    - velocity increa- 
     ses on Golf of 
     Lion shelf break 
 

 



Principles  
•  Mw 8.7 north of Algier => nested grid simulations, Golf of Lion shelf:  U(t) (m/s) 
•  Tsunami wave physics: |U(t)| > 10 (15) cm/s if h < 500 (150) m; strong refraction ! 
 

 



Earlier Work – proof of concept  

•  Grilli et al. (2016, PAGEOH) proposed a new method of tsunami detection, the 
Time Correlation Algorithm (TCA) by computing “correlations of time series 
of radar signal between 2 radar cells located on the same wave ray, time shifted 
by the tsunami propagation time between cells”: 

=> Tsunami currents are strongly auto-correlated between 2 radar cells (p,q), if time 
       is shifted by propagation time along a tsunami wave ray (only fct. of depth): 

           =>  
 

=> Radar signals measured in 2 radar cells (p,q)  along the same ray should also be   
     strongly correlated for Δτ =Δtpq  if there is a tsunami current : 
 
 
 
=> Background currents Ur and environmental noise are  
uncorrelated between two radar cells and hence do not affect the signal correlation. 
=> A change in signal correlation pattern indicates tsunami arrival   
 



East Coast tsunami hazard: demonstration 
of refraction patterns/wave rays



   






• Work done as part of NOAA-NTHMP EC project for tsunami inundation 
mapping 
•  Combination of far-field (PRT,LSB,CVV) and near-field (SMF) tsunamis 



East Coast tsunami hazard: demonstration 
of refraction patterns/wave rays



   





• Wave rays for tsunamis propagating from the south or the east become 

nearly identical on the shelf due to strong refraction (Tehranirad et al, 2015) 
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• Wave rays for PRT, 
CVV, LSB become 
nearly identical on 
the shelf (Tehranirad et 
al, 2015). 
•  Full FUNWAVE 

simulations show 
closely identical 
focusing-defocusing 
patterns  



Tsunami case studies off of Tofino



   






•  Near-field Cascadia PMT scenarios: Mw > 9 earthquake modeled in 4+ 
nested grids with FUNWAVE-TVD (with ONC; AGU 2015, ongoing…) 



Tsunami case studies off of Tofino


•  Spherical (G0, 2’; G1, 0.6’) and 
Cartesian nested grids (G2, 360 
m; G3, 90 m) 


•  Far-field coseismic tsunami PMT : Mw 9.1 earthquake in the Semidi 
Subduction Zone, modeled in 4 nested grids with FUNWAVE-TVD 



Tsunami case studies off of Tofino


   





•  Far-field coseismic tsunami 

PMT : Mw 9.1 earthquake in 
the Semidi Subduction Zone, 
modeled in 4 nested grid 
with FUNWAVE-TVD 



Tsunami case studies off of Tofino


   






•  Far-field coseismic tsunami PMT : Mw 9.1 earthquake in the Semidi 
Subduction Zone, modeled in 4 nested grid with FUNWAVE-TVD 

•  Time sequence of 
elevation every 10’: 
5700, 6300, 6900, 
7500, 8100 s 



Tsunami case studies off of Tofino


   






•  Far-field coseismic tsunami PMT : Mw 9.1 earthquake in the Semidi 
Subduction Zone, modeled in 4 nested grid with FUNWAVE-TVD 
•  Comparison wave rays (geometric optics) vs FUNWAVE currents 



Tsunami case studies off of Tofino


   






•  Far-field coseismic tsunami PMT : Mw 9.1 earthquake in the Semidi 
Subduction Zone, modeled in 4 nested grid with FUNWAVE-TVD 
•  Modeled currents and time-shifted currents along a wave ray 



Tsunami case studies off of Tofino


   






•  Far-field coseismic tsunami PMT : Mw 9.1 earthquake in the Semidi 
Subduction Zone, modeled in 4 nested grid with FUNWAVE-TVD 
•  Modeled currents and time-shifted currents along a wave ray 



Tsunami case studies off of Tofino


   






•  Far-field coseismic tsunami PMT : Mw 9.1 earthquake in the Semidi 
Subduction Zone, modeled in 4 nested grid with FUNWAVE-TVD 
•  Modeled time-shifted currents and correlations along a wave ray (p,4.5) 



Tsunami case studies off of Tofino

•  Near-field landslide tsunami: from “plausible” 1.68 km3 rigid slump source 

(w = 8 by b = 6  by T  = 0.1 km) modeled with NHWAVE/FUNWAVE, 
located on the shelf slope 70 km off of Tofino (Yelisetti et al., 2014) 



Tsunami case studies off of Tofino

•  Near-field landslide tsunami: from “plausible” 1.68 km3 rigid slump source 

(w = 8 by b = 6  by T  = 0.1 km) modeled with NHWAVE/FUNWAVE, 
located on the shelf slope 70 km off of Tofino (Yelisetti et al., 2014) 

•  Time sequence of 
elevation every 
200”: 100, 300, 
500, 700, 900 s 



Tsunami case studies off of Tofino

•  Near-field landslide tsunami: from “plausible” 1.68 km3 rigid slump source 

(w = 8 by b = 6  by T  = 0.1 km) modeled with NHWAVE/FUNWAVE, 
located on the shelf slope 70 km off of Tofino (Yelisetti et al., 2014) 



[WERA radar deployment (T. Lado)] 

•  Development, application 
and validation of TDAs for 
Tofino HF radar, based on 
tsunami case study => C.A. 
Guérin’s talk 

Tsunami Detection Algorithms (TDAs) 



Timeline and incremental work/progress 
•  2014: development of new TDA-TCA concept and implementation of a second-

order radar signal simulator. Validation using idealized tsunamis and bathymetry 
(Grilli et al., 2016, PAGEOH) 

•  2015: Initial tsunami case study (simulations) for Cascadia (Insua et al., 2015). 
Extension/application of TDA-TCA to area off of Tofino (radar grid, wave rays)  

•  2016: Application of TDAs to Semidi, and then SMF case studies to Tofino 
WERA radar characteristics using simulated signals, tsunamis, and empirical 
noise (Grilli et al., 2016, 2017). Use of radar data to compute SNR in simulator, 
with simulated tsunamis (SSZ/SMF), refinement of TDAs (Guérin et al., 2016). 
Detection of 10/2016 meteotsunami. 

•  2017: Use of actual radar data to apply TDAs, with simulated tsunamis, 
development of multi-threshold TDA-TCA (Guérin et al., 2017). Comparisons 
with other TDAs (e.g., q-factor) 

•  2017: New alternative method for inverting currents (Guérin and Grilli submitted) 
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•  Landslide tsunamis are made of shorter, more-dispersive waves, requiring 
dispersive/non-hydrostatic models for accurate modeling -> FUNWAVE-TVD


•  Co-seismic tsunamis have long been modeled as very long non-dispersive waves (L 
> 20h) whose propagation was simulated with NSW/St Venant equation models:





•  For a positive surge, when nonlinearity becomes large in shallow water:



-> Shallow water steepening of waves occurs



-> The NSW solution becomes multivalued => indicating wave breaking



-> This is replaced by a “shock” (numerical dissipation in models)


•  Breaking of a positive surge always occurs in the NSW solution, which precludes 
permanent form waves such as solitary waves


•  In the real world (or using Euler equations), tsunami fronts are also modified by 
dispersion => undular bores


h+η( )t +∇h ⋅ h+η( )U{ }= 0    and    Ut +U ⋅∇hU + g∇hη = 0

Dispersive tsunami modeling (FUNWAVE-TVD)




Modern long wave model for tsunamis

•  Model FUNWAVE-TVD (Shi et al., 2012) has :

⇒  full nonlinearity (Wei et al., 1995)

⇒  extended dispersion O[(kh)2]  with (zα) (Nwogu, 1993)

⇒  depth-averaged vertical vorticity (Chen et al., 2006)

⇒  Breaking is modeled by shock-capturing algorithm, switching to 

NSW eqs. when a > 0.8h (Tonelli and Petti, 2009)

⇒  Bottom friction is parameterized as standard a quadratic term 

(Manning)

⇒ Spherical coordinate implementation with Coriolis (Kirby et al., 

2013).

⇒ Multi-level nesting grids with one-way coupling methodology

⇒  Optimized MPI parallel code for both Cartesian and spherical 

version with speed up of about 90% the number of cores (tested 
up to 1,000 cores)



